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INTRODUCTION

The indigenous peoples of Eastern Siberia

have given social theorists much food for

thought when it comes to studying space and

social change. Frederick Engels (1902) mod-

elled his generalisations on social complexity

and family structure partly on Giliak ethno-

graphy (Shternberg 1999). Shirokogoroff’s
(1929; 1935) work on Tungus (Orochen

Evenki) ritual, published in English, has

been one of the staple classics in the

comparative study of identity, shamanism,

and for those with an evolutionist bent,

primitive forms of religion. The Russian

Revolution, Civil War, Second World War,

and later the Cold War, froze this Eurasian
cross-cultural dialogue such that Orochen

Evenkis remained in most people’s minds as

a citation classic representing a certain

‘psycho-mental complex’ and a stage of

social evolution. In the Russian language

literature, the strategic and provocative use

of the ethnographic past perfective by Soviet

ethnographers, confirmed in most people’s
minds that ‘primitive-communal’ forms of

adaptation were aspects of Evenki cultural

heritage but not a living form of adaptive

strategy (Petri 1930, Vasilevich 1969,

Tugolukov 1985, Turov 1990).

The intention of this article is to describe

Orochen Evenki strategies and interactions

with the land in an active mood. I will not

treat the recent Soviet past as a source of

static that hinders us from understanding an

essential cultural core. Instead, this article

will examine how Orochen Evenki hunters

and reindeer herders continue to take advan-

tage of the resources made available by the

taiga, and a de-industrialising military state,

much in the same way that they have done in

the historic past. It is possible that some of

these practices point to universal continuities

in the way that people anywhere make homes

for themselves in a boreal taiga environment.

I write this work as a social anthropologist

who has been working closely with Canadian

and Russian archaeologists in a 10-year

international project designed to understand

social change in very broad strokes in the

Lake Baikal region. This research was

originally designed as part of a ‘module’

whose purpose was to document and cata-

logue logistical and residential subsistence

strategies among actually existing hunters.
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These observations contribute to the inter-

pretation of depositions found in what

Russian archaeologists define as early and
late Neolithic graveyards throughout the

region, which suggest that a radical change

in social structure had occurred in the 7th

millennium BP (Weber et al. 2002). (Readers

are reminded that the Neolithic in Siberia is

associated with the production of ceramics,

unlike in Europe.) Our interdisciplinary

research, therefore, aims to understand how
any hunting society might radically shift its

social structure and behaviour. My work

with my archaeological colleagues drew my

attention to how hunters build homes for

themselves, and how their day-to-day actions

leave signatures in the environment. What

follows is an ethno-archaeological model of

summer site structure with an eye to identi-
fying the typical activity areas that result

from everyday subsistence activities. These

consist of work with game animals (moose,

wild deer, pheasant), preparing meals, work-

ing with wood, building a living environment

made of temporary or medium-term dwell-

ings and storage structures, and cultivating

meadows with controlled burns.
As an anthropologist, I have framed these

observations by the way that Orochen

Evenkis would perceive their own lifeworld.

To this end, this article is also a reply to a

long-running hearsay discussion, often heard

among intellectuals in Russia, that Evenki

culture has ‘disappeared’, has been

‘destroyed’ or has been overwritten by many
decades of industrial development and

restructuring in the region. Here I would

like to document how the resources churned

up by de-militarisation and de-industrialisa-

tion have allowed Evenkis to elaborate a

complex taiga lifestyle built of canvas,

plastic, as well as ungulate skins. I will argue

that post-socialist collapse creates both
challenges and rewarding environmental

changes, which may not be of the order of

ancient climate shifts, but nevertheless pro-

vide an interesting stage upon which to study

the way that hunters adapt. Here I will argue

that the vernacular architecture of hunters,

as with any other people, responds to their

ability to access certain materials – in this

case coverings. I will argue that post-

socialism has allowed Evenkis and other

Siberian peoples the luxury of creating

multiple living and working spaces of a
transitory nature which, although ‘non-tra-

ditional’, nevertheless bear a signature of

taiga life.

The article bears a heavy debt to the field

research carried out in this region over many

decades by Anna Sirina. Her research on

Katanga Evenkis (2002), soon to be made

available in English (in press), broke with a
long-term tradition in Soviet ethnography of

sketching an ideal type of 19th century

hunting society on the basis of fragments

observed in the present. In her work, Evenkis

and other mixed-blood families ‘order’ their

world using certain techniques which max-

imise flexibility and the use of local materials

in what she terms ‘efficiency’ (‘dostatoch-

nost’). At the end of the Soviet period, this

also led to her to document multiple forms of

hybrid architecture ranging from the log

cabin arranged as if it were a tent, to a

humble stick placed in a certain clever way to

turn what was a forest into a storage site.

Despite all the violent dislocations of early

Soviet collectivisation and late Soviet oil
exploration, Sirina too saw Evenki forms of

residential efficiency mapped subtly over a

landscape more prominently scarred by

Soviet monopoly industrialism. Most impor-

tantly for this article, and for archaeology,

she saw the architecture of everyday hunting

life going well beyond the walls of a conical

tent and the hearth at its centre.

EVENKI DWELLINGS AS UNITARY
STRUCTURES

To an earlier debate about social structure

and social evolution, Orochen Evenkis pro-

vided some of the best examples of how

vernacular architecture reflected social struc-

ture. Shirokogoroff (1929:255–256) provided
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an early authoritative schematic of the

structure of a conical lodge with its distinc-

tive pattern of names, which in turn implied

certain roles to men, women and to guests

(Fig. 1). Much like the conical lodges of the

plains (Oetelaar 2000) and the Canadian sub-

Arctic (Andrews & Mackenzie 1998), the

circular space within the lodge was conceived

as a sort of corridor, which wrapped around

the hearth. During the day, the lodge

mistress and other women would take up

their places to the right (as one entered the

lodge) while the master would sit at the very

back at the place called the malu. Guests and

children would occupy the left. At the night,

a different arrangement would result with the

lodge owners sleeping together to the left, the

children and other relatives to the right.

Belongings would be stored in various

specific places in the lodge according to

one’s status. There was a prohibition against

‘circling’ (or walking through the corridor).

If a man entered the lodge, and having

turned to the right, sat down, he would have

to exit the lodge in the same direction.

Since the start of the 20th century there

has not been much discussion of the

dynamics of space and social structure

among indigenous peoples in Siberia. One

strong exception, proving the rule, is Suslov’s

(1936) description of an Evenki shaman’s
ritual lodge, which was published to empha-

sise that this form of ritual was definitively in

the past. It was only in the late Soviet period,

when ethnographers worked closely with

archaeologists during the time of great

resettlements, that many works came out

giving descriptions and classifications of

dwellings ranging from Turov’s typology of
Evenki storage structures (1975) to

Sokolova’s general classification of the

dwellings of Siberian indigenous people

(1998). Arguably all of this work (with the

exception of Sirina (2002) dissected dwellings

with a strong etic and classificatory

eye without contextualising them in lives

as lived. In the late 1980s, a group of
ethnoarchaeological enthusiasts at the

University of Tomsk began a series of

seminars on the integration of ethnographic

and archaeological research. This series

resulted in a biannual set of publications, a

few of which have featured Evenki material

(Vetrov 1999). While the range of research

here is varied, it would be safe to say that the
tone is one that assumes that some aspects of

contemporary subsistence behaviour of hun-

ters presents a direct ethnographic parallel to

the lives of archaeologised cultures. It is

perhaps significant that Sirina (2002) turned

to Russian architecture for her models,

rather than to ethnography or archaeology.

In the post-Soviet period, a team of
researchers, initially affiliated with our

project, began applying Euro-American eth-

noarchaeological ideas to compare contem-

porary Evenki and Sakha habitation sites to

Mesolithic habitation sites (Grøn et al. 2003,

Grøn & Kuznetsov 2003, 2004). This article

places its emphasis on how Evenkis them-

selves understand space, and for that reason
the conclusions reached here are occasionally

different.

Roughly one hundred years of published

work on Evenki vernacular architecture

dictated certain ideals of how designs and
Fig. 1. A classic model of the interior of an Evenki

tent (Shirokogoroff 1929:255).
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behaviours should be exhibited in a pure

form by discarding the hybrid examples

(which arguably are the most common).
Rather than writing in the ethnographic

present, researchers have tended to prefer

the past perfective where documented beha-

viour in the past is seen to hold up a standard

for the living today. To this day there is no

written work that describes the techniques

and patterns required to assemble a conical

skin lodge, although there are many that
describe lodges already standing. While a

standing lodge is impressive, the beauty of

the structure lies in the fact that it is a

monument to one’s ability to mobilise kin-

ship ties to bring together the large quantity

of skins needed for each of the panels, as well

as being a monument to a woman’s skill in

designing panels which match the strength of
one’s cargo reindeer. Zoia Pikunova (1999)

perhaps best illustrates the unitary ideal type

in the diagrams she chose for her recent

dictionary of the Evenki language, where the

structured distribution of space within a

standing dwelling is portrayed as a solemn

cultural ideal (Fig. 2).

The use of evocative, unitary models has
its purpose for articulating ethnic difference

and in supporting contemporary cultural

revival. However it does not teach us much

about how people live in a taiga environ-

ment. It represents an evaluative, moralist

way of thinking which was common to social

evolutionary thought in the 19th century.

Morgan’s work (1965 [1870]) on the house-
life of North American aboriginal people

provides us with a fascinating catalogue of

how activity areas gradually came to be built

into discrete chambers, dwellings, and rooms

within dwellings. He saw the elaboration of

complexity in built structures as a marker of

the growth of culture as one moved from

barbarism to civilisation. We know now that
it is not polite to use evaluative terms like

‘barbarism’ when speaking about culture,

but nevertheless descriptions of building

among Evenki people, and perhaps other

hunting peoples as well, have tended to

emphasise achieved forms rather than the

process marshalling materials to make dwell-

ings. When presented with hybrid structural

forms, for example conical lodges made of

plastic sheeting, there is a great temptation to

evaluate them as denigration of a cultural ideal

rather than a clever adaptation of the same

architectural intuition to new materials. Cata-

logues of built forms have their place. How-

ever it is the anthropologist’s task to speak

about culture in motion, and in the present.

THE VITIM
ETHNOARCHAEOLOGICAL
EXPEDITION AND THE ARUNEEV
FAMILY

The ethnoarchaeological field research for

this article was conducted over six weeks in

the summer of 2004 in collaboration with the

archaeological field research team of Dr

Viktor Vetrov of the Irktusk State Peda-

gogical University. The team consisted of

three anthropologists and three archaeolo-

gists. Our travel was arranged so as to com-

plete an overland survey from Ust’-Karenga

to Zelenoe Ozero with the assistance of

Orochen Evenki reindeer porters. In so

doing, we would be following a well-known

trading route between two watersheds used

by reindeer caravans at least since the

beginning of Russian Imperial history and

perhaps before. Due to the collapse of the

public transport infrastructure, we were

relying on the reindeer herders to carry a

set of disassembled canvas canoes (them-

selves a hybrid Russian-Chukot technology)

to allow us to paddle out to the nearest road

at Kyker. Due to the weight of our equip-

ment, and the sudden collapse of reindeer

stocks at Ust’-Karenga, we were forced to

seek out Nikolai Aruneev and his ‘work

unit’, the artel Beiun, who were the largest

reindeer operators in the region. This was a

fortunate choice since Aruneev was

rumoured to dabble in shamanism, which

was the declared topic of one postgraduate

student Donatas Brandisauskas (in prep).
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Events, weather and distance led to a one-

month stay with the Aruneev family and this

survey of the places of their summer camps.

An important backdrop to this research

was another field trip to the same region, in

1990, during a very different epoch

(Anderson 1991). Some of the interpretations

here are also derived from field research in

many Evenki places in Central and North

Central Siberia throughout the 1990s.

The work unit Beuin represents one of the

new privatised forms of reindeer husbandry

built on the fragments of a former state farm,

which are common in Siberia today

(Anderson in press a). Its main economic

activity centres on hunting, with its consider-

able reindeer herd (between 300 and 500

head) used as a support for overland trans-

port (Anderson in press b). Although dressed

in a post-Soviet legal form, the artel’

represented an extended family of Orochen

Evenkis who employed hunting and herding

techniques with a long history in the region.

The heart of the work unit was one

elderly matron, Ol’ga, and her two sons,

Nikolai and Yurii, with a rotating contin-

gent of other kinsmen at various times of the

year.

Fig. 2. The interior of an Evenki tent as a cultural ideal (Pikunova 1999).
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Our original work plan had revolved

around conducting shallow archaeological

surveys at old camping and ritual places as

identified by Evenki porters. As is often the

case, events led us instead to do a series of

sketch surveys of contemporary and recently

abandoned habitation and ritual sites.

Neither time nor natural conditions per-

mitted us to do exact measurements of any of

the sites. Both aspects were controlled by the

needs of the reindeer herd, and not by us.

Instead, under the encouragement of

Gregorii Chernykh, a jack of all trades who

had served as a guide to many geologists in

the Soviet past, we employed as system of

‘paces’ (shagov) that a 1950s surveyor (kor-

rektor) might have used to make rough

measurements in a taiga environment.

While this system may not be as exact as is

now standard in the field, it had the

advantage of keeping everybody involved –

Evenkis and Russians alike – in the research,

and in some cases walking about the site

brought to mind interesting stories on the

part of hosts. Indeed if it was not for our

interest in criss-crossing sites on foot I do not

think we would have learned about the

system of controlled burns that is so

much an important part of the ‘built’

environment.

The result of our research is a model

illustrating the way lived action generates

certain regular patterns. However, if one

were to construct a full catalogue of sites and

structures a different type of research strat-

egy would have to be employed.

SITE STRUCTURE IN
CONTEMPORARY ZABAIKAL
OROCHEN EVENKI SUMMER CAMPS

Given our limitations, our research was

confined to several Orochen Evenki summer

camps (taabor) in the Poperechenaia valley, a

tributary of the Vitim River. They represent

a very complex elaboration on long-term

ecological patterns and late Soviet residential

forms. The Aruneev family chose locations

for their summer camps that offered the best

conditions for fairly large reindeer herds.

These named camps (Fig. 3) had been
established while they and other families

worked for the now disbanded state farm,

which coveted high stock numbers in order

to meet its budgetary obligations to the state.

The Aruneev summer camps are located at

the bottom of a wide marshy valley, and are

each placed near to a small river, which in

turn provides the proper ecology for groves
of mature larch. Each key element – the

marsh, the running water, and the larch – are

important for cultivating an attractive envir-

onment for reindeer, which is in turn

convenient for the people. The marsh sup-

ports masses of blood-sucking insects, which

drive both people and animals to seek the

comfort of slow burning smudge fires
manned by the reindeer herders. Both people

and animals crave the source of fresh water.

The summer camps, in turn, are one link in

an intricate seasonal round, which involves

people moving and enticing reindeer to move

to higher and higher locations as late

summer turns to winter, and returning to

the valley bottoms in the spring. Each
summer camp would be used for a period

of around two weeks, depending, of course,

on local conditions. In this region, there is

also a very unique and interesting use of

controlled fire to create or maintain kever

meadows in the early spring in order to

entice the reindeer herd to stay in one place

(Anderson in press b) (Fig. 3). This vertically
organised yearly round in the thick taiga is

the exact mirror image to that used by

Evenki reindeers living in Arctic and sub-

Arctic conditions (Anderson 2000).

Our survey included the three camps in use

in the summer of 2004 as well as four

abandoned camps in the same valley that

had been used in the past 10 years. Figure 4
presents an ideal typical model of the

location of a summer residential area to the

key elements of marshy meadow, water and

wood. The people with whom we spoke both

in the taiga and in the village stated that this
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strategy has been used for as long as

Orochens have kept reindeer. However, I

suspect that the necessity of seeking out

summer marshes, and of creating spring

meadows with fire, is a strategy used only

at times when large herds are kept by few

Fig. 3. Summer camps and the seasonal round. This figure illustrates how people and reindeer move from

lower to upper level ecological zones. It also illustrates the relative location of kever burned meadows in

relation to the seasonal round.
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people. Smaller scale herders, or hunters on

foot, would no doubt give top priority in

locating their summer camps near to good

hunting and fishing sites that may or may

not always share the same optimal conditions

for keeping reindeer (Turov 1990, Sirina 2002,

Abe 2005). Nevertheless, access to good

hunting territories was also an important

factor for the Aruneevs. Hunting was always

done on foot without reindeer, although cargo

reindeer might be fetched to help transport a

butchered moose back to camp.

FROM HEARTHS AND STRUCTURES
TO ACTIVITY AREAS

To our eyes, trained by reading ethnoarch-

aeology, the most obvious features in each

summer camp were the locations of hearths

and residential structures. The number of

fires, their different types and the number of

canvas tents surprised us initially. On grow-

ing used to the places where we camped, it
slowly became obvious that neither the

hearth specifically nor the form of the

dwellings were the most important parts of

each camp.

There were three constantly maintained

external hearths designed for the company of

people, as well as a rather unique bread oven

build of large flat stones (deleme). In addi-
tion, the marshalling area for reindeer might

hold between eight and 15 slow burning

smudge fires (each protected by a conical

framework of thick poles). An important

feature of a long-term summer camp is the

Fig. 4. An ideal typical model of a summer camp (taabor) showing tents, hearths, reindeer marshalling

areas, and distances to the key elements of marsh, water and wood based on observations of four recent and

four abandoned taabor. Most summer taabor are built within an area populated with the abandoned camps

of retired or deceased hunters. The relative locations of abandoned camps are not on this diagram, but can

sit at distances from 70 paces to a kilometre or two.
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fact that all the fires were outside of the

covered sleeping areas and also some dis-

tance away from them (in the winter, a metal
stove would be used inside the tent or tents).

Each hearth was used primarily for cooking,

but due to the large quantities of insects, they

also attracted the people much like the

smudge fires attracted the reindeer. People

would sit, repair things, smoke, talk and eat

around a fire – usually the main fire of the

camp. Indeed, if one were not sleeping or out
in the forest on one task or another, one was

sitting by the fire.

Space does not permit an analysis of the

bread oven – the deleme (Pastukhova 2006).

For the purposes of this article it is

important to note that one reason for

locating each camp near to a strong, active

river was to have access to the thick, wide,
flat slabs of rock along the riverbank from

which the oven was built. The oven was

always set some distance away from the main

camp. Everybody from young to old identi-

fied the oven as a very old Orochen feature.

Aruneev told a mythical story about the first

Orochen who stole a metal stove from a

primal Russian trader in the area, and then
duplicated its features with available materi-

als making it, in effect, an Orochen invention.

The story of local people tasting, stealing, or

acquiring bread is a very common trope in the

colonial history of Siberia.

In every camp there was one main fire

where each of the main meals of the day were

prepared and consumed. There were also an
expanding and contracting number of satel-

lite fires, which would be lit for specialised

tasks such as heating dog food (delevun)

(which was never done on the main fire) or

preparing a type of bannock flat bread uon

{uvon} (which required a smaller, controlled

fire). Sometimes uon was prepared on a metal

stove (seleme) set outside. It is perhaps
significant that the space surrounding the

main hearth where people frequently gath-

ered was named – sonan – but that the fire

and hearth itself is simply called ‘a fire’ –

toho.

Each outside fire had its own architecture,

which is peculiar to this region of Siberia.

Once lit by igniting dried pine branches or
birch bark, the heart of the fire was main-

tained by counterpoising three long dry or

partially rotted logs against one another in a

star pattern. As the ends of each log burned

out, the logs would be pushed closer to each

other. Each log had a name in Evenki

(Pastukhova 2006). The same technique

was used for the reindeer smudge fires (only
here an effort was made to mix dry and

heavy green wood to allow the fires to burn

slowly, for a long time, and with a great deal

of smoke). Cooking over the fire was

facilitated with a tagang tripod-like structure

assembled with two forked supports

(cherske) and a long pole to support a pot

or kettle which was weighted down with
rocks or logs on one end (Fig. 5). The tagang

tripod was a strong symbol for Orochens,

being the very first structure built at any

stopping place, be it a camp for a tea break

of 15 minutes or a long-term camp for 15

days. When coming across an abandoned

camp the dismantled or fallen tagang would

be one of the first things that our hosts
would point out (when to our eyes the

blackened fire pit would be more obvious).

It should be stated that although the

architecture of the tagang is exceedingly

simple, that when left to our own devices

we learned that they require substantial

experience to build properly.

The canvas tents were the next immedi-
ately obvious feature, after the hearth region.

These demanded attention not only because

they were often the second structure to be

assembled upon coming to a camp but for

the fact that they were made of canvas.

Working with our preconceptions of Evenki

architecture, they were simply not as exotic

as a conical tent with bark panels (diukia) or
the long-term subterranean pyramid-shaped

golomo. To some of members of our mixed

ethnoarchaeological expedition, the tents

themselves were markers of ‘anti-culture’

being prominent displays of what had been
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lost. The richly experienced Russian archae-

ologist who accompanied us remembered

pointedly that even following the disruption

of collectivisation, Orochens still had the

cultural stamina to build ‘their own’ dwell-

ings. Dr Vetrov’s reminiscences were sup-

ported by members of the Aruneev family

who all mentioned in passing that ‘before’

they used to use conical tents (but that now

they really preferred these tents). It is

significant that ‘before’ (ranshee) was not

only a time marker but a marker of Soviet

times – only in this case it marked a

disadvantage of that period of time.

The canvas tents used by the Aruneev

family were relatively new. They were

‘acquired’ in some unspecified complex

transaction from departing soldiers at the

nearby, abandoned Soviet Army weapons

testing range (which is not on any maps but

which everybody knows about). They were

roughly 4 m2 in area and were of a design

that required a single ridgepole to hold up a

pointed canopy in the centre. The four upper

corners had to be supported with lines, which

ideally were tied to nearby trees, but in a

pinch, could be supported with the use of a

tripod quickly fashioned from poles. The

tents were so unremarkable that it seems that

none of the five of us photographed them

properly – although we only noticed this fact

when we returned home (Fig. 6)

Nevertheless, the important part of these

structures was not the ethnic marker

attached to the canvas tent, but the way that

the tents were placed and used. The tents

were typically set away from the central

hearth zone by about five to seven paces. In

any camp, they were closer to the central

hearth zone than to the reindeer marshalling

area (figure 4). The exact site would be

chosen, as one might think, by a number of

factors such as being level and well drained,

to the side of the main paths used by animals

and people, and for some perhaps away from

the noise of other people. There were some

Fig. 5. Tagang cooking tripod and an emergency diukia shelter. Oleg Taskerov and Yurü Aruneev are

preparing tea before leaving camp. Photo: D. Brandisaukas.
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important specific differences. The tent of

the brigadier Nikolai Aruneev always

opened out onto the main ‘road’ (khokto

{‘okto}) used by reindeer and people. Also,

tents were never set on the sites that had been

used by other people in the past for very

deep reasons involving ritual avoidance

(Anderson in press b). When you add all

these factors together, and the fact that the

key elements required of a summer camp

limited the type of place where one would

want to set a tent (and the fact that the

modern Russian canvas tents, unlike the

conical Evenki ones, required standing trees)

there were not very many places where a tent

could be set up. A ‘good’ place to put a tent

is called an aran in the local dialect.

At first glance, the interior space of the

summer tents were used in a disappointingly

unstructured manner – a far cry from the

stereotypes prescribed in the literature. As in

older tents, the ground was covered with

willow or with fur branches. At night, people

positioned their bedrolls with their heads to

the back of the tent, away from the door.

Positions with more prestige tended to be in

the centre of the tent in order to escape

draughts, but this was not a very important

factor. During the day bedding was rolled up

and stored neatly towards the back wall,

forming a kind of soft pillow which one

could lean on during the few times that one

sat inside the tent. People would only gather

in tents in rainy weather (there was not much

of this during our stay). The only significant

feature in the intramural space away from

the walls was the space immediately in front

of the door. People would sit closer to the

door during the day to prepare food or to

repair items (or to write fieldnotes) in order

to gain access to light. I suspect that this

behaviour would be common in older dwell-

ings. Unfortunately there were not many

women in the family at the time of our visit.

However the elderly matron Ol’ga Aruneeva

kept her own space day and night always to

Fig. 6. A square canvas tent. G. Chernykh is instructing D. Brandisaukas in the method of tanning skins.

Photo: D. Anderson.
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the right of the door when looking inwards –

which is also not part of the traditional

pattern. The relative unstructured nature of
gendered and status behaviour within canvas

tents corresponds with my observations in

other Evenki camps all over central Siberia

since 1989. Most Evenkis explain, without

elaboration, that conical tents command a

different behaviour than canvas tents. For

example, in Surinda in 1989 I was told by an

elderly Evenki woman that a strict obser-
vance of the rule of never tracing a circle

with the path of your motion in a conical

tent was only necessary if powerful amulets

or idols were stored in the tent. In 1989 this

was uncommon but still in living memory.

After repeated residence in each of the

three named summer camps, and after being

given tours of abandoned summer camps in
the remembered past, one quality of the

residential architecture began to stand out.

If, in the relatively deep Soviet past, mem-

bers of one family, or even brigade, were

confined to one tent, today the people in a

hunting and herding unit were dispersed

across many tents. This elaboration in the

extent of sheltered residential space was
often linked to stories about how people

‘obtained’ (dostal) coverings, be they canvas,

bark, or reindeer skin, for long-term struc-

tures, or the increasing use of plastic sheeting

for short-term structures.

It may not be immediately obvious to a

European, or for that matter to a young

Russian today, how difficult it was in the
Soviet period to put one’s hands on materials

with which to build dwellings. The distribu-

tion of canvas and reindeer skins was care-

fully monitored by the state. Both were

commodities that the industrial state had

earmarked for very particular military or

economic activities. In the Soviet period one

could have access to a proper canvas tent
only if allocated one by means of a complex

contract with a state hunting or herding

organisation. Similarly, all reindeer were

held, counted and monitored by the state.

Trying to gain access to skins in order to

build a dwelling would require special

permission from a complex bureaucracy

without which severe fines or even imprison-
ment could be expected. Bark was not

regulated, but one had to have authorisation

to be at the particular place and at the

particular time in the spring when bark could

be harvested. Getting access to all of these

things was difficult but not impossible to do

in the Soviet period, but as a corollary,

coverings were hard to come buy. Dwelling
space was crowded in comparison to today.

If one quality of the post-socialist period is

the relaxation (or collapse) of regulations on

the use of things, then one result is a certain

affluence in building materials. This is

evident in the ability of the Aruneev family

to provide a tent for every sub-unit within

their work unit. Thus Nikolai Aruneev
camped with his mother. His brother,

Yurii, had his own tent (which he sometimes

shared with temporary helpers). Corres-

pondingly, gendered and status activity that

would have been structured under the roof of

one tent in the recent past has now been

broken up into different spaces – but it is

nevertheless structured. Men tended to cre-
ate or repair tools in certain areas outside the

tents, or in the case of bad weather, at the

doors of the tents they usually used.

Similarly, the two women tended to prepare

food repeatedly in the same spaces outside,

or within the spaces in their tents that they

usually used. Much like Susan Kent (1984)

observed in the cultural use of space in
different dwelling types by Navahos,

Hispanics, and middle class Americans in

the United States, lifestyles and differential

use of space by different social groups tend

to recreate themselves in dwellings of differ-

ent types. The dwelling itself does not dictate

the use of space. It was my feeling that the

stereotypical gendered and status-led use of
space in the traditional conical lodge (Figs. 1

and 2) has now been suburbanised in a more

widely distributed use of space which has

resulted from a sudden affluence in building

materials. One would expect some material
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signature in each of these scattered living

spaces to reflect the status and gender of

each resident.

It would be an exaggeration to elevate this

‘suburbanisation’ of post-socialist living pat-

terns to a general structural principle.

However there is one point that warrants

emphasis. In both ethnographic description,

and in archaeological investigation, there has

been a tendency to reify a dwelling as if it

were a single, unitary built space. Studies of

Evenki households in urban conditions

(Bloch 2003), high Soviet industrialism

(Sirina 2002), as well as from historical

census materials from the start of the

Soviet period (Anderson 2006) show that

there is a tendency for sets of built dwellings

to be cooperatively shared between frag-

ments of extended families over the course of

successive seasons. This is also mentioned in

the classic literature on Evenki residential

patterns (Shirokogoroff 1929, Vasilevich

1969). Like with the case of the hearth

above, the relevant pattern is not the unitary

dwelling but the patterned activity that

occurs under a protected space. In good

times, covered spaces might be many. In

poor times, there might be an involution of

the cultural use of space. Most of our

stereotypical illustrations of the use of

Evenki space date back to times of hardship

and could be expected to reflect that fact.

This is not the same as assuming that all

hunting societies at all times will necessarily

use a single roof in such a structured way.

AN ARCHITECTURE OF TEMPORARY
AND REPEATED RESIDENCE

When one looks at standing buildings not as

unitary structures, but as the result of

building action, it becomes difficult to

distinguish a ‘camp’ as an entity in itself.

Each taabor was a discrete entity insofar as it

was named, and in its immediate area there

were extremely rich signs of building.

However no one taabor was a self-sufficient

camp. For example, in moving from

Ust’-Poperechnaia to the Poperechnaia taa-

bor many supplies and goods were left at the

former taabor, and herders often walked

back to retrieve certain items. Indeed the

entire valley was full of the purposefully built

signs of past occupation, with people making

forays to various taabora of this year and the

previous year to retrieve food and clothes,

and sometimes spending a night or two there.

It would be much more accurate to say that

the valley is occupied by people, which is the

way Orochen Evenkis speak of someone’s

location. Orochen Evenki summer residence

is divided between four or five named places,

but is predominately centred on one specific

place for one or two weeks.

The distributed residence pattern through

the valley does not imply that the built

environment can be easily confined to four

or five named places. Building goes on

throughout the valley in different forms,

and not all forms are easily confined to tight,

discreet places. For example, there is a wide

set of ritual structures ranging from mortu-

ary scaffolds and graves to ritual idols

throughout the region (Anderson in press

b). These structures exert a kind of negative

force on Evenkis – who often give them a

wide berth. Thus a grave would be an

example of a discretely built place, sur-

rounded by a large zone empty of structure

and occupation. Places of avoidance ‘where

people should not walk’ are called ovolge

{olloge}. Similarly, the practice of making

controlled burns in the early spring to induce

a kever meadow in order to attract and keep

reindeer is a light form of cultivation, but

one that leaves a very wide ecological

signature. The kever meadows at first sight

look like natural features. It is only when one

looks very closely one can detect the charred

evidence of burning under the lush over-

growth. Each summer taabor is built next to

a network of such meadows. Indeed if one

needed to find a taabor from a helicopter or

from a satellite image, identifying these

places regularly brushed with fire would be
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the easiest way to determine their rough

location.

We spent a long time trying to decide what
might be an appropriate boundary that

would define the large yet discrete area

within a taabor where cooking, eating, and

sleeping occurred. There were a number of

theories within the group, not one of which is

entirely perfect. The archaeologists favoured

the traditional idea of centring the camp on

the central hearth. In their sketches, all
objects were measured in relation to this

repository of tangible burned elements. The

weakness of this model is that in an

environment where fire is used in so many

ways it would be difficult to determine which

hearth was central without prior knowledge.

Some of the students favoured the idea of

distinguishing the reindeer marshalling area
as the most obvious feature, with the

residential camp up and to the side. This is

the model favoured by Anna Sirina

(2002:152) in her work on Katanga

Evenkis, where she beautifully describes the

architecture of a camp reflecting the archi-

tecture of a conical lodge – the lodge sits at

the top of the camp, and the facilities for
reindeer spread out below it. Indeed in the

seven camps we measured the reindeer

marshalling area was always between 20

and 30 paces from the outer boundary of

the residential camp. This model captures all

the observed elements but does not solve the

problem of where the residential camp,

which crowns the facility, begins. My opi-
nion, illustrated here (Fig. 7), was to set the

boundary of the residential camp at the

perimeter where the dogs were tethered and

beyond which refuse could be deposited.

This perimeter is obviously not a fixed

boundary. The dogs were tethered at a

sufficient distance so as not to pollute the

camp and so that they were not always
underfoot. They also were positioned close

enough so that the occasional scrap could be

thrown to them from the hearth (bones were

never deposited in the fire); as well as for

safety, since their barking at night would not

permit predators or visitors to approach

unannounced. The bread oven was always

much further away from the camp than the
dog perimeter (but the bread oven would

only be used during daytime). The dogs were

generally tethered in the place where most of

the food preparation was done, and where

most of the people stayed (although when

visiting one of the older taabora hunters

would often take one dog with them).

Although the first two things built at any
camp was the tagang tripod and the tents, the

first action was to tether the hunting dogs.

Researchers increasingly are identifying

broad zones of activity to mark the edge of

home sites. For example, Virginie Vaté (in

press) documents the cultural use of fire

as the marker that divides home spaces

from open tundra in Chukotka. Gron &
Kuznetsov (2004) categorise Zabaikal

Evenki ‘settlements’ in terms of nine zones

of activity (wood gathering, food prepara-

tion, etc) that expand over an increasing

distance from the central dwelling.

There is an important variant of the tabor

that must be recorded briefly: the wooden

dwellings built for repetitive short-term
shelter. The balagan is a wooden lean-to

structure made from a wooden pole frame

suspended between two standing trees and a

roof made of coniferous brush or sometimes

panels made from larch bark (uklavche

irakte) stripped from living larches in the

spring (Fig. 8). They are usually built at

good hunting or fishing places that lie
between named long-term sites. A fire is

built before the leaning roof creating a

source of heat of light allowing hunters to

rest and shelter overnight, often without

need of a blanket. Some were intended for

residence for several days since they were

outfitted with nearby bread ovens. Balagan

cropped up seemingly unexpectedly across
the landscape, but further study might show

that they tend to be built at predictable

places. Most balagan were within an easy

hike of a pass, and thus another balagan or

camp on the other side of the pass. This
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liminal ecological quality is perhaps impor-

tant since they might serve as short term

residential spots when moving the reindeer

herd from summer to winter pastures. The

balagan that we encountered were never

named at such. Most often they were spoken

of as the ‘balagan that X built’. I had the

impression that they were structures that

served as repeated residence over the med-

ium term of five to 10 years. It is very

difficult to say more than this since the

wildfire history of this region has been so

volatile that it is quite possible that entire

landscapes of named places and pastures

have been destroyed in the recent past

(Anderson in press b). If there were not so

many industrially sparked fires it would be

possible to imagine a wider network of

overnighting places supporting a set of

summer and winter camps, as for example

both Sirina (2002) and Abe (2005) document

for other places in this region.

The traditional technology of building

conical shelters, so well documented in the

literature, is actively employed today in the

diukia – the temporary conical lodge. Like

the full conical lodge, the temporary lodge is

built by stretching a covering over a frame of

poles set against a tripod (Fig. 9). The tripod

could be tied with rope, but the diukia that

we observed were always made by softening

willow branches over a fire and then using

them as rope. The poles are not of any

standard length, but the diuktia that we

observed were made of poles of about 2 m in

length. The number of poles also varied

depending on how much effort one wanted

to invest in the structure. Emergency diutia

had the bare minimum of five poles. In the

recent past, the coverings would have been

Fig. 7. Model of a summer camp showing general perimeters to everyday activities and an inventory of

informal arboreal storage devices (based on the Poperechnaia camp).
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made by using one panel of the five moose

skin coverings taken from a larger, longer

term conical lodge. The diukia we observed

were always made from plastic sheeting,

which has only recently become widely

available in the region. People also men-

tioned using canvas, and indeed canvas

conical structures are extremely common in

among nomadic hunters across Siberia

today, as in other parts of the circumpolar

Arctic.

The diukia was employed when a quick

structure was needed. They could be built

quickly as a shelter from the rain and wind

during a tea break or if a rain squall

unexpectedly broke over a group enroute to

some other place. Plastic sheeting is highly

valued since it is extremely light and can also

be used to cover saddlebags at night (its main

usage). In one camp, a dikutia was assembled

to serve as a steam bath. Sirina documents a

wide number of similar types of highly

temporary structures (2002:198ff).

The image of the conical lodge made of

canvas or plastic sheeting was once again

cited often by some members of our group as

evidence of the degradation of culture in the

region. Perhaps the fact that the diukia used

a conical form made it seem more of a

parody of traditional architecture. To coun-

ter this argument, it must be noted that the

plastic or canvas conical lodge fulfils the

functions and goals of the traditional struc-

tures much better than tanned or half-

smoked reindeer or moose skins. The skin

lodges that I have documented, and lived in,

elsewhere in central Siberia were not unitary

structures but were complex devices that

were well integrated with transport and

kinship technology. Each of the five panels

(any one of which might have been a gift or a

wedding present) was designed to fold and

roll up in such a manner that it could be

balanced on the back of a cargo reindeer.

This value was more important than its value

as an aesthetic item or as a shelter. The value

Fig. 8. Balagan with tagang cooking tripod and an example of arboreal storage. Photo: D. Anderson.
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of distributing the weight of things was

pervasive during our fieldwork. Every time

that we moved camps, our Evenki porters

would spend a lot of time moving clumsy

metal items from one reindeer saddlebag to

another to achieve an optimal balance

between left, right, and top, so as not to

strain the reindeer. By contrast, plastic

coverings were simply placed and tied to a

reindeer, since they were so light they fell

below the boundary of these careful calcula-

tions. Obviously, relying on plastic creates a

certain dependence on trade networks

(whereas one only need rely on the skill of

one’s kin to make skin or bark coverings).

Presumably the hunters felt that if plastic

disappeared they could always return to the

traditional materials. However in post-socia-

list Siberia this seems to be an unlikely event.

If multinational corporations disappeared

tomorrow the amount of remaining plastic

that accompanied privatisation and the

commercialisation of the Russian economy

would presumably last a lifetime. The lesson

of the diukia seems to be that architectural

strategies are applied to materials that are on

hand and that match local needs. The diuktia

is a conical structure which is quick and

lightweight. Whether it is made of plastic or

reindeer skin is a second-order consideration.

There is some evidence to suggest that to

be a successful hunter or reindeer herder in

post-socialist conditions requires a knack for

living in remote and liminal hunting terri-

tories, and being able to move quickly to

take advantage of opportunities (Anderson

in press b). This socio-economic value is

reflected in the architecture of temporary

and relatively long-term habitation sites. In

previous times, before the occupation of

Zabaikal’e by Russian placer miners and

fur-trappers, we know that some Orochen

Evenkis lived closer to lakes and main rivers

and that many had a semi-sedentary lifestyle.

It is likely that their conical dwellings

showed the regularity in activity patterns

Fig. 9. The author, a lead reindeer, and a plastic Diukia temporary shelter. Photo: D.Brandiaukas.
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and structure that were closer to those

affixed in the literature written at the turn

of the 20th century. However, this is not the

same as saying that they were better repre-

sentatives of the essence of a culture or a

mode of adaptation. Long-term fishing, or

hunting along the corridors of major rivers,
will necessitate different logistical strategies.

In extreme cases, I expect that all hunting

and fishing could be done on foot without

recourse to domesticated dogs or reindeer.

The architecture displayed by the Aruneevs

shows a successful adaptation to keeping a

large reindeer herd within the environmental

chaos created by post-socialism. Unlike in
the classic literature, it shows continuities in

building practice but an indifference to

creating compact, unitary structures.

TEMPORARY AND LONG-TERM
STORAGE

The above description of systems of tempor-

ary and less temporary residential sites,

spread out over a valley, can only work

comfortably if there is a reliable system of

supply and storage. To a certain extent, like
many hunters, Orochen Evenkis make crea-

tive use of available materials. Tent poles are

not carried, but are made locally at each

camp. The same applies to cooking struc-

tures made of wood or stone. To some

degree a skilled hunter can also predict where

to encounter moose or grouse. When com-

pared to the kit that many of us brought in
our rucksacks, and forced the reindeer to

carry, it is fair to say that a deep under-

standing of the taiga, to a certain degree,

makes a formal system of storage unneces-

sary. Nevertheless, a comfortable life in the

taiga requires certain industrial inputs such

as flour, salt, tea and tobacco. All of these

must be stored in dry, reliable, and accessible
places. Following the collapse of the indus-

trial distribution networks of Soviet times,

some of these storage places must be built to

last for several years at a minimum. In

addition to these basics, hunters must also

store winter clothes, summer and summer

clothes in winter, as well as the other

personal goods that one accumulates over

the years.

LONG-TERM STORAGE STRUCTURES

Evenki long-term storage platforms (guula)

are some of the most impressive structures in

their repertoire of built forms. Typically,

they are built on the trunks of living, rooted

trees and consist of a platform with some

form of roofing. The roofing can sit upon a

low log-cabin-like structure (if the arboreal

pillars are strong), or can have more an

angular lean-to type structure if a lighter

storage platform is desired (Figs. 10 and 11).

The storage platform can have one pillar or

several. The objective of the platform is to

keep goods dry and high up from the hungry

attentions of bears and other inquisitive

animals. Typically, storage platforms are

built by specific people and curate the goods

belonging to that person. It is wrong to enter

someone else’s storage platform. In the

recent past, and perhaps even today, storage

platforms could hold dangerous charms or

idols designed to protect them. Today the

roofing material on storage platforms

can incorporate modern materials such as

tarpaper or nails, but the time-tested heart of

the structure – the use of living trees as

pillars – remains the same as it has always

been. Both Sirina (2002) and Turov (1975)

give detailed classifications of storage plat-

forms relevant to this region.

We did not witness a platform being built,

but during our short time it was quite evident

that they were in constant use. Recon-

naissance trips would often be combined

with trips to retrieve items of clothing,

tobacco and other goods held in the plat-

forms. For the Aruneev family, the former

reindeer herding supply station on the

Kotamchil River was designated as a baza

– a kind of large on-the-ground storage

structure for many dry goods such as flour,

sugar, macaroni, and rice. Unlike with the
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storage platforms, Aruneev had constant

problems with animals at the baza.

Although goods could be stored in many

places across the taiga, the work unit held

most of their supplies at the baza and at the

Bazarnaia camp – two places midway

between summer and winter travel cycles.

I suspect that the energy invested in

building and maintaining a network of

long-term storage has its roots in the

peculiarly unpredictable nature of Soviet

socialist supply networks. Perhaps unlike

any other aspect of modern Orochen

Evenki life, the Soviet redistributive state

rewarded those who could acquire and

hoard materials that the bureaucracy made

available. In this respect there was a very

easy transition from late imperial trading

routes to Soviet supply networks, to post-

socialist autochthonous systems of support.

The Orochen Evenki tradition of building

storage platforms has served them well. In

the post-socialist period, the ability to live

and hunt for long periods of time in

relatively distant and marginal regions give

entrepreneurs a comparative advantage over

those reliant on fixed villages for supply

(Anderson in press a).

CASUAL STORAGE STRUCTURES

In my view, as interesting as the long-term

storage structures, are the series of informal

or spur-of-the-moment storage solutions

that taiga dwellers use on a day-by-day

basis. These were first documented by

ethnographers of the Irkutsk ethnographic

school – most significantly Sirina (2002) but

supported by interesting and classic work on

Evenki use of informal directional markers

(Khoroshikh 1950). Perhaps in direct con-

trast to an ethnographic tradition that

favours monumental architecture, Sirina

(2002:200–202) draws attention to the loku-

vun – a simple pole hung or fixed to two

standing trees that can be used for suspend-

ing items off of the taiga floor. This simple

design is elaborated in many other scaffold-

type structures used for both storage and for

ritual purposes (Anderson in press b). In

accordance with the way that Evenkis ‘order’

their environment each of these simple

structures made of one or two poles has a

name and is used for differing purposes

(Fig. 12). Although the idea behind each is

simple, they are not easy to construct. The

storage device must be built in an appro-

priate place (not too windy, perhaps shel-

tered from the weather by surround trees,

with easy access) and be affixed in the

appropriate manner. Although nails are

sometimes used, wedged, leaning supports

to a crossbar are more reliable in the long

term.

Fig. 10. Guula storage platform with cabin-like

structure. Nikoklai Aruneev and Anastasiia

Pastikhova are retrieving cooking equipment to

make bread. Photo: D. Anderson.
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Fig. 11. Guula storage platform with angular roof. Photo: David Anderson.
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Perhaps in reflection of the recent ‘sub-

urbanised’ nature of personal residence, each

person established and maintained their own
personal informal arboreal storage area in

each taabor summer camp. These arboreal

devices were at first glance simply trees, from

which people would hang things such as a

pair of binoculars or a rain poncho.

However, as we watched this system unfold

it became evident that people chose certain

mature larches which had been bent over the
years away from the direction of the prevail-

ing winds (in this case from the north-west).

The tree itself, in resisting the wind, had

developed a much stronger root structure in

its wind shadow. Mirroring this, its conifer-

ous branches developed and expanded also

in the directions away from the wind. The

result was that one side of the tree was
relatively more sheltered than the other.

People would curate personal goods in three

ways: harnesses would be tied around the

tree at shoulder height, clothing would be

hung from broken branches (which were

more numerous in the wind shadow), and

objects such as soap, used or partially used

vessels, or tools would be placed in the
sheltering arms of the V-shaped roots

(Fig. 13). It was particularly important to

store breakable objects between the roots of

these arboreal devices. We were told that this

was the only safe place to discard used

veterinary medicine vials to ensure that the

reindeer did not tread over them and cut

their hooves. Similarly, especially high value
and useful goods would be placed in these

protected hollows, which were on the whole

dry, out of the way, and easily accessible.

Theoretically, if you needed to retrieve goods

curated in such a way, it would be easy to

identify ‘your’ tree in the winter and to dig

up your object from under the snow. Fig. 7

shows a sketch map of the location and types
of useful goods temporarily stored in arbor-

eal devices in the Poperechnaia camp. If I

were an archaeologist wanting to document

the everyday items used in an Orochen

Evenki summer camp in 50 or 100 years

time, I suppose I would first look among the

roots of such trees, rather than in the tent

sites.
The mapping of sites of temporary or

informal storage completes this sketched

study of Orochen Evenki summer structures

and activity areas. In the way that I have

approached the problem of describing ver-

nacular architecture in the region, there

can be no easy way to describe unitary built

forms without understanding both the pro-
cess of building and the dynamics of every-

day use. The study of any one obvious

site – such as a hearth, tent, or storage

platform – immediately leads one to try to

document (or imagine) the place around the

hearth, the intramural spaces within and

outside the tents, and the way that objects

are temporarily curated for a day, week or
month, before they perhaps end up in a long-

term storage site. Taking inspiration from

Oetelaar’s (2000) masterful study of intra-

mural space within a Canadian prairie ‘tent-

ring’ from approximately 2000 BP, it would

seem that the built boundaries that seem

prominently obvious on one level should

draw our attention to the places in between
the walls and firepits where real day-to-day

activity happens. Although it is true that

intramural spaces are often swept clean,

clues to their former uses are often preserved

on a microarchaeological level (Oetelaar

2000) or on a chemical or environmental

level (Carpelan & Lavento 1996). This study

suggests that prescribed patterns of the way
that cultural activity was once structured

within Orochen Evenki unitary dwellings in

the historic past can still be identified today.

They are visible regionally across and

between storage structures in the intramural

spaces between hearth and dwellings.

The original goal of this research was to

produce a model that could be used to
understand the demographic structure of

hunters in the Baikal region in the

Neolithic. To achieve this, it was recom-

mended that we read an interesting debate

between Naroll (1962) and Leblanc (1971)
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Fig. 12. A lokuvun built to hold a dead person’s belongings. Photo: David Anderson.
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(cited in Janes 1983:102–103) on whether or

not it is possible to estimate the population

of a camp on the basis of the so-called ‘floor’

area of a dwelling. At first glance, our

analysis agrees with that of Leblanc, and

with Janes, that it is not the area of the floor

that is important, but the surface area of the

coverings used as shelter within a region of

habitation. Nevertheless, it is impossible to

settle on a single coefficient. If one estimated

the values for the Poperechnaia tabor during

is maximal population size of 10 people

(including our expedition) for one week in

early August, we would obtain a maximal

density of 1.67 m2 of roofed sleeping space

per person (pp), 0.32 m2 pp of temporary

covered storage space, 3.5 m2 pp of actively

used long-term roofed storage space (within

a walking distance of 10 km), and a central

camp activity area space (between dog

tethers) of 16 m2 pp. Added together, this

comes to the large total of 26.5 m2 pp of used

space, or only 5.5 m2 pp of covered space to
support the camp (of which only 2 m2 pp

were located directly at the camp). If our

team were not there, the numbers would

roughly double. Here we did not include in

the estimate the roof area of temporary

balagan and diu’kte structures used when

travelling to the site, nor the reindeer

marshalling area (although all of these are
strictly necessary). The long-term and tem-

porary structures also serve other recently

abandoned taabor – so I suppose their values

would have to be divided and then sub-

tracted from the total. Perhaps the picture

would be clearer if this family were not so

mobile on account of their reindeer.

Nevertheless, I suspect that even hunters on
foot would support their action with an even

larger variety of temporary dwellings and

storage devices. Our conclusion would have

to be that given the very creative way that

Orochen Evenkis manufacture coverings and

use quasi-covered protected space in the

forest in the summer season, it would be

very difficult if not impossible to come up
with any coefficient that would not shift

week by week, and that would not depend

upon the existence of temporary staging

camps. While I can understand why a

statistical tool would be attractive to a

Neolithic archaeologist, it would seem that

qualitative categories better categorise the

relation between action and built structures
in this taiga environment.

CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this article was to

present a catalogue of Orochen Evenki

summer structures and the activity areas

associated with them. I also hoped to
encourage ethnographers and archaeologists

to look beyond buildings and hearths seen as

unitary spaces and to encourage them to

understand how Orochen Evenkis build the

environment around them. Here, I have

Fig. 13. Drawing of arboreal storage device at the

Poperchenaia camp. Drawing by Kanako Uzawa

from photographs by the author.
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analysed vernacular architecture not by its

achieved forms but instead in terms of a sort

of architectural intuition which generates a
host of hybrid and temporary structures

useful for dwelling, storage, or both. I am

sympathetic to the analysis of building in the

past perfect. Its clear moral models are

important for cultural revitalisation since

they rejoice in the display of local skill.

Nevertheless, it would seem that what is

more common in everyday life is the appro-
priation of space in a manner aimed at

building comfortable communities. In this

case, and at this time, this results in the ‘sub-

urbanisation’ of activity areas, the design of

ad-hoc storage solutions like the lokuvun or

the arboreal device, or the distribution of

activity across and between many covered

spaces. The most important conclusion of
this study is that the presence of ad-hoc or

hybrid structures does not imply the collapse

of Orochen Evenki architectural intuition.

Instead it shows a clever marshalling of skill

to make the best use of the resources churned

up in post-Soviet conditions. The historical

fact of collectivisation, industrialisation, and

its collapse in this particular place, imply
that it is more efficient for the Aruneevs to

employ their social skills to obtain canvas

and plastic than it is to coordinate kinship

links to manage an economy of coverings in

ungulate skins. Other places in Siberia are

different. Following Anna Sirina (2002) I

argue that even in these conditions, the

Orochen Evenki architectural signature
remains.

This study also has some weaker hypoth-

eses, which might be of service to my

archaeological colleagues. Following Kent

(1984), one corollary of the sub-urbanisation

hypothesis is that activity areas distinguished

by gender and by status are often crudely

visible in contemporary summer camps
across a much greater scale than is often

assumed in the analysis of archaeologised

habitation sites. This, in turn, implies that

these activities in poor times can be subject

to a sort of involution such that they could

also sometimes be expected within more

compact covered spaces. However here,

following Oetelaar (2000) I suspect that one
would still have to be clever to distinguish

between the visible signatures along the walls

and entrances, and the more subtle signa-

tures within the intramural spaces. It is not

clear to me, though, why the involuted

variant has become the norm in ethnoarch-

aeological studies. Following comments on

this paper from my colleagues in Tromsø, I
also suspect that a promising way to expand

this research would be to investigate the

relation between family types, space and

vernacular architecture. Preliminary analysis

of the records of the 1926/27 Siberian ‘polar’

household census suggest an interesting

interrelation between single generation and

multi-generation households and the com-
plexity of built forms as recorded by the

census-takers (Anderson 2006). This study has

only examined the use of space in a small two

generation household – and one with a variety

of seasonal, associated members. Further

work in the region could expand the model.

Ironically, the idea of taking family

structure as the fundamental unit (rather
than the statistical idea of a camp being a

collection of individuals) takes us back to the

beginning of this article, and to the work of

Shirokogoroff, Engels, and Morgan, who

first drew the attention of scholars to the

importance of the built form to social

structure. Instead of seeing built structures

as confining families to single rooms, sepa-
rate rooms, or rigidly stratified spaces, we

can reinterpret their work as a testimony to

how built structures, and their spaces,

express the vibrancy and solidarity of kin-

ship. One wonders if archaeologised habita-

tion sites can also be read to reveal the logic

of social alliance, rather than the social

response of individuals to survival.
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